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Development of Motorcycle Engine Starting System Simulation Considering Air-Fuel Ratio Control

Engine
Temperature
[degC]

Target Area Injection 
Timing (SOI) Injector Type

○ A 25 Valve face Intake STD
□ B 5 Valve face Intake STD
△ C 5 Valve face Intake Small SMD
● D -10 Valve face Intake STD
■ E -10 Valve face Intake Small SMD
▲ F -10 Valve face Compression STD
◆ G -10 Upstream Wall Compression STD

2-3. Fuel transportation model to calculate the 
cylinder equivalence ratio at first cycle
Based on the experimental results described in the 
previous section, in order to both maximize the engine 
speed increase at the first combustion cycle and reduce 
excess fuel injection duration at the same time, it was 
hypothesized that the injection duration should be set so 
that the mixture in the cylinder is stoichiometry.

The fuel spray vaporization and behavior at startup are 
modeled bearing in mind the time constraints when 
working on startup systems, the engine temperature 
range necessary for consideration, and the range of 
design specifications.

The amount of evaporation of drop flying in an intake 
port is calculated by using the equation (1). [6]

   
  (1)

where, md  is the mass of drop, Ad is the equivalent area 
of drop, Sh is Sherwood number, DAB is the diffusion 
coefficient, Dd is the drop diameter, ρV is the density of 

mixture, Yν,∞ is the fuel mass fraction of the atmosphere,  
Yν,s is the fuel mass fraction of drop surface, and α is an 
adjustment factor of evaporation.

It is necessary to know the flight distance of the fuel 
drop in order to calculate the flight time of the fuel drop.
The flight distance is defined as from the injection point 
to the impingement point to the wall. For obtaining the 
above information, we use the three-dimensional shape 
of the intake port.
     

- The fuel spray vaporization during travel 
in the intake port is derived as follows from 
the vaporization behavior of a single drop (as 
described later):

- The air temperature, pressure, and density 
surrounding the drop are set as the average value 
in the intake port during the injection period.

- The drop temperature is set to equal the engine 
environment temperature, and it is postulated that 
this would not change while moving.

- For the fuel,  data regarding the physical 
properties of the fuel consisting of the vapor 
pressure at different temperature etc. is set 
as the input value to enable simulation of the 
fuel vaporization rate based on the change in 
temperature.

- The overall spray vaporization rate is calculated 
by weighting the appearance frequency distri-
bution of the drop with diameter.

The fuel droplets behavior are postulated as follows:

- Effect of air flow on drop velocity is neglected.

- The drop velocity changes by air drag force. Drop 
breakup is discounted.

- 100% of drops impinging on to the wall adhere 

Fig.5 Relation between equivalence ratio and increase 
amount of engine speed
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